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Americas
Benzene rises with higher crude futures. Styrene stays steady
to end the week.
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Europe
Benzene and styrene prices strengthened on Friday, with the
market firming on a stronger energy complex.

Asia Pacific
Zhejiang PC's SM shutdown in February drags prices up.
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US benzene prices

US Gulf coast benzene spot prices rose today amid higher
crude futures prices.
January ddp Houston – Texas City (HTC) opened with bids
of 353¢/USG against no firm offers, with the range narrowing
to 356¢/USG to 360¢/USG. February ddp HTC bids and offers
narrowed around a 355¢/USG midpoint, with March ddp HTC
closing a cent lower at a range of 353¢/USG to 355¢/USG.
Argus assessed bids for January ddp Lower Mississippi River
(LMR) at 353¢/USG, with offers of 360¢/USG. February ddp
LMR opened with bids of 350¢/USG and offers of 360¢/USG,
tightening to 353¢/USG to 356¢/USG by close.
Argus assessed styrene steady Friday amid limited market
activity.
February Nymex light sweet crude futures moved back
upwards Friday, rising by $1.70/bl to close at $83.82/bl.
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European prices

Benzene prices increased on Friday as the market strengthened on the previous day with a stronger energy complex.
January bids hovered at $1,090-1,110/t throughout the day
but offers failed to emerge and were held at the previous day’s
level of $1,150/t. January benzene traded at $1,150/t in the
afternoon, with February trading at $1,090/t. Bids for February
started at $1,090/t but weakened over the day to $1,070/t. Offers were scarce and indicated at $1,110/t. The backwardation
in the January-February markets remained at about $45/t. A
first half February cargo traded at $1,100/t.
Styrene prices increased on Friday, supported by gains in
feedstock benzene and firmer buying interest.
Bids for January and February both started at $1,400/t,
meeting selling interest of $1,450/t for both months. Offers
retreated later on as bids strengthened to $1,430/t for January
and $1,440/t for February.
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Asia-Pacific prices

The Asia benzene marker jumped today alongside SM. Liquidity in the prompt market remained low, with no fixed price
discussions for fob South Korea cargoes loading in February.
Bids of fob South Korea cargoes loading in March started in
the late afternoon at $1,008/t before rising to $1,011/t. Bids
for February cargoes ranged between $985-992/t. No offer was
placed. The February/March timespread was assessed at a $1t/
contango, steady from the previous session.
Trading activity in the cfr China market picked up. Offers
of cfr China cargoes arriving in February were placed between
$1,030-1,045/t, against no bids.
Spot domestic Chinese prices rose by 110-150 yuan/t to
Yn7,600-7,650/t, or import-parity equivalence of $1,040/t.
Sinopec raised its listed benzene price by Yn150/t to Yn7,550/t,
or import-parity equivalence of $1,030/t.
The Asia SM marker rose on the back of expectations of
tight supply in February.
No bid and offer were placed in the market. Buying and
selling ideas for cfr China cargoes arriving in February were
placed at $1,190-1,205/t. The January/February timespread
was assessed at a $22.5/t contango, steady from the previous
session.
The spot prices in the domestic Chinese market rose by
Yn240-260/t to Yn8,710-8,720/t, or import-parity equivalence
of $1,189/t.
SM futures in China closed 0.2pc lower at Yn8,574/t, compared to Yn8,589/t previously.
Zhejiang Petrochemical is going to shut its 600,000 t/yr SM
plant in Zhoushan for 20 days in February, according to market
participants. The schedule and reason for the shutdown could
not be immediately confirmed.
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Industry news
Deer Park Pemex handover set for 20 January
Shell will hand over full control of the 340,000 b/d Deer Park
refinery in Texas to longtime joint venture partner Pemex next
week, marking a step forward for Mexico's energy ambitions
and another pivot in the Anglo-Dutch major's move away from
North American oil-and-gas operations.
Pemex will assume full control of the refinery on 20 January, a union source told Argus today. Existing managers expect
to remain in place at the facility after a move to Pemex payroll, according to comments from the facility's general manager late last year.
Shell announced the Deer Park sale in May 2021, with the
Mexican state-owned Pemex set to buy Shell's 50.005pc stake
for $596mn after holding a minority stake in the facility for the
better part of 30 years. Besides the purchase price, Pemex expects to assume around $907mn in debt, interest and prepayment fees owed by Deer Park after the deal is concluded. The
financial resources for the transaction will come from Mexico's
national infrastructure fund.
Mexican president Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador has
touted the deal as one more step towards securing "energy
independence" for his country, arguing that the Deer Park refinery and the 340,000 b/d Olmeca refinery under construction
in Dos Bocas, Tabasco, would combine to increase domestic
supplies of refined products from this year.
Mexican energy minister Rocio Nahle stopped short of
confirming the Deer Park handover date in an interview with
Mexican media outlet Milenio Television yesterday but said officials are hopeful the transition will occur "very soon."
The Deer Park refinery took on new significance in December when Pemex presented a three-year plan envisioning the
end of crude exports by 2024. As part of that proposed export
freeze, Pemex plans for Deer Park, Olmeca and its six existing
refineries to fully take up around 2mn b/d of crude from 2024
— necessitating an increase in refining utilization rates from a
current 44pc level to 86pc.
For Shell, the sale marks the end of nearly 100 years of
ownership at the Deer Park refinery located about 20 miles
southeast of Houston. The 2,300-acre facility was once seen
as one of Shell's six "energy and chemicals parks" along with
Norco, Louisiana, Scotford, Canada, and sites in the Netherlands, Singapore and Germany. But pressure from shareholders
and a mandate in May 2021 from a Dutch court ordering the
oil major to accelerate its net-zero strategy has served as a
backdrop to a recent sell-off of fossil fuel assets. The company
will retain control of Deer Park's chemicals facility and will
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continue providing emergency response services at the site
after the sale is concluded.
Talks between Pemex and United Steelworkers (USW) Local
13-1 on a successorship agreement outlining worker benefits
and other issues are "still ongoing" ahead of the 20 January
transition, a source told Argus today.
By Dylan Chase

USGC motor fuel exports 35pc higher in January
US Gulf coast motor fuel exports were on pace in the first half
of January to top shipments a year earlier by more than a third
as domestic environmental compliance costs continue rising.
Waterborne gasoline and diesel loadings out of the US Gulf
coast have averaged 1.70mn b/d so far in January, up by 35pc
from full-month January 2021 levels, according to estimates
from vessel-tracking platform Vortexa.
An estimated 305,300 b/d of this material has gone to or
through Panama — a popular transshipment and storage hub
for cargoes heading through the Panama Canal to western
Latin America and beyond.
Motor fuel exports to Mexico and Brazil are 10.7pc and
42.3pc lower on the year. Mexico in the first two weeks of
the year has imported 314,500 b/d, and Brazil has imported
102,200 b/d.
Rising US environmental compliance costs likely continue
to boost US Gulf coast refined products exports, as they are
exempt from those costs. The Argus-calculated Renewable
Volume Obligation (RVO) — a measurement of the cost to produce and consume on-road fuels domestically — has averaged
15.81¢/USG so far in 2022, up by 4.62¢/USG from last January.
Compared with the previous month, US Gulf coast motor
fuel exports are slightly lower in January. December 2021 estimates rose to highs that had not been seen since before the
Covid-19 pandemic significantly reduced worldwide demand for
motor fuel beginning in early 2020.
By Matthew Keever

Access Western Blend output at new high in Nov
Bitumen output from producers of Access Western Blend (AWB)
hit a new high in November, capitalizing on a rebound in heavy
sour crude prices in Canada.
Canadian Natural Resources (CNRL) and MEG Energy combined for 217,000 b/d of bitumen production destined for AWB
in November, according to the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER).
This is up by 34,000 b/d from the same month 2020 for the
companies’ projects that are found about 100 miles (161km)
south of Fort McMurray, Alberta.
So far this year, CNRL and MEG have averaged 206,000 b/d
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of bitumen production out of their AWB-producing assets, the
most on record across the first 11 months of any year. This is
5pc higher than the previous record of 197,000 b/d seen in
2016.
November’s bitumen production from the two projects
represents approximately 326,000 b/d when blended with diluent and becomes a marketable “dilbit” at either Edmonton or
Hardisty, Alberta.
This is up by 51,000 b/d compared with November 2020 and
up by 8,000 b/d compared with October.
CNRL's bitumen production averaged about 120,000 b/d in
November at its Jackfish project. This is up by 23,000 b/d compared with the same month last year.
MEG Energy’s Christina Lake project pumped out an average of 97,000 b/d in November, up by 11,000 b/d from the
same month in 2020.
A rebound in prices in 2021 compared with 2020 has
coaxed more heavy crude out of Canada’s oil sands region.
Heavy sour crude prices in Alberta rebounded to about $55/
bl from January to November last year, more than double the
price during the same period in 2020.
By Brett Holmes

Mexico cranks up fuel tax offsets again
Tax breaks for gasoline and diesel in Mexico rose for a third
consecutive week as the government seeks to offset higher
international prices.
The deduction from the excise tax (IEPS) for regular
gasoline rose by 6.7pc from the previous week to Ps3.6478/l
(68¢/USG), while the tax break for premium gasoline moved
up by 13pc to Ps1.7882/l. Diesel's deduction jumped by 20pc
to Ps3.4581/l. Prices for diesel in Mexico's main import source
of the US Gulf coast have risen at a faster pace than gasoline
prices since early January.
Diesel that meets Mexico's 45 cetane specifications was
assessed at $2.28/USG fob in the US Gulf coast yesterday, 7pc
higher than 87 conventional gasoline at $2.12/USG. Diesel was
only 3pc higher than gasoline on 3 January.
These deductions will be valid from 15-21 January.
Mexico's formulas to determine the weekly deductions from
the IEPS tax take into account a two-week average of international reference prices.
For this week the Mexican government will discount 66pc
of the full tax value of Ps5.1148/l for regular gasoline, 39pc for
premium gasoline from the base tax of Ps4.3192/l and 57pc
from the diesel tax of Ps5.6212/l.
By Carla Bass
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US rig count climbs by 13: Baker Hughes
The US rig count increased by 13 this week to 601, the highest
since April 2020, according to oilfield services company Baker
Hughes.
Overall, the number of US oil rigs rose by 11 to 492, while
the number of natural gas rigs advanced by two to 109, the
weekly survey showed.
The number of US rigs drilling horizontally rose by nine to
541. The number drilling vertically increased by two to 25 and
the count of directional rigs inched up by two to 35.
The rig count has staged a gradual recovery since collapsing in 2020 as the oil market cratered in the wake of the Covid-19 outbreak, but still has some way to go before it reaches
pre-pandemic levels. With public independents still pledging
restraint, gains this year may be led by private equity-backed
drillers and the majors.
South Texas’ Eagle Ford, where the number of rigs climbed
by six to 50, led this week's gains. In the Permian basin region
of Texas and New Mexico, the number of drilling rigs gained
one to 293.
Crude production from the Permian is forecast to reach a
record this month, according to the Energy Information Administration. January output from the nation's top shale formation
should eclipse 5mn b/d, up by 71,000 b/d from December.

Libyan crude exports hold up in December
Libyan crude exports were broadly flat in December as a rise
in shipments in the first half of the month balanced force majeure restrictions placed on the Zawia and Mellitah ports from
20 December.
Libyan crude exports totalled 974,000 b/d in December,
slightly below November’s 979,000 b/d, according to preliminary Argus tracking data.
Overall December grade exports of Esharara and Mellitah,
respectively shipped from Zawia and the same-named port,
saw limited impact from the disruption caused by production
shutdowns at four oil fields. The restrictions were not lifted
until earlier this week. Esharara grade exports fell by 8pc on
the month to 116,000 b/d in December. But shipments prior
to the force majeure averaged 189,000 b/d over 1-19 December, up from the 133,000 b/d exported for the corresponding
period in November. December shipments of Mellitah were up
by 61pc on the month to 97,000 b/d, as four 600,000 bl cargoes
had already loaded in the first half of the month, compared
with just three shipments in full-month November.
Loadings of the flagship grade Es Sider declined by 8pc
from November to 252,000 b/d in December. This was partially
offset by a 19pc month on month increase in exports of Bu At-
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tifel and Zueitina to 103,000 b/d in December.
While not all tankers have flagged their final destinations,
the data so far show that combined exports to Libya's core
markets of northwest Europe and the Mediterranean fell for a
fourth consecutive month to their lowest in 2021 last month.
Crude shipments declined by 5pc from November to 684,000
b/d in December. The fall coincides with the reintroduction
of pandemic restrictions in parts of Europe because of the
Omicron variant of Covid-19.
Libyan crude shipments to Spain fell by 36pc on the month
to 77,000 b/d in December, while loadings to Italy declined by
nearly 11pc to 339,000 b/d. This was partially offset by exports
to Greece rising by 76pc from November to 100,000 b/d in
December, the highest monthly volume to the country in 2021.
The fall in interest from European markets was balanced
by a rise in demand from other markets. Libyan crude exports
to Asia-Pacific jumped by 74pc on the month to 232,000 b/d
in December, supported by a 92pc rise in loadings to China
to 148,000 b/d. A cargo of Libyan crude made the journey
to Australia for a second consecutive month after no Libyan
crude had sailed for the country since January 2021. All three
cargoes were Bu Attifel and Zueitina.
Transatlantic shipments of Libyan crude recovered to
58,000 b/d in December in line with October, after exports to
the region fell to 40,000 b/d in November.
By Elena Mataro

North Dakota oil output rose 4.4pc in November
North Dakota crude output advanced by 4.4pc in November,
the biggest monthly increase since the industry was emerging
from the pandemic more than a year ago.
Production rose to 1.16mn b/d from 1.11mn b/d in October,
according to state data released today.
“We actually got as high as 12 frac crews operating in the
state in the month of November,” state Department of Mineral
Resources director Lynn Helms said. “And so it was completions - virtually everything that was being drilled by the 33 rigs
in November was being completed.”
The recent uptick in activity could suffer a setback during
the winter season.
“We anticipate January, February, maybe even March,
could be difficult numbers with significant drops in production,” Helms said. “But after that, as we exit winter, we’re
expecting half a dozen more rigs in the second quarter, half
a dozen more in third and fourth quarter and significant
growth.”
Anecdotal evidence indicates firms are gearing up to boost
capital spending this year, which should drive activity forward,
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the director said.
Although output has bounced back from its Covid-19-induced collapse, North Dakota's crude production is still lagging
behind record output in late 2019 that topped 1.5mn b/d.
By Stephen Cunningham

Canadian cross-border vax mandate starts
Truckers crossing from the US into Canada must have proof of
a Covid-19 vaccination starting tomorrow.
Effective 15 January, US and other foreign truckers will not
be permitted to enter Canada without showing proof of receiving two vaccines, according to the mandate. A similar mandate
affecting Canadian truck drivers crossing into the US is set to
take effect on 22 January.
At the same time unvaccinated Canadian truckers will need
to show proof of a negative test 72 hours prior to reaching
the border and could be subject to a quarantine requirement
upon entry to be determined by a port-of-entry government
representative. A Canada Border Services Agency statement
earlier this week on full exemptions for Canadian truck drivers
was "provided in error", the Public Health Agency of Canada
said yesterday.
The Canadian mandate’s implementation comes as the Canadian Trucking Alliance (CTA) said this week truck driver vacancies in the country reached 22,990, or 8pc of the industry,
during the third quarter of 2021, marking a 20pc increase from
the previous quarter and setting a record high. CTA estimated
late last year that up to 22,000 of its drivers, and more than
31,000 members representing the Private Motor Truck Council
of Canada (PMTC), would leave the cross-border market if the
mandate was to take effect.
The MPTC had asked for a delay of the mandate to at least
mid-April.
By Jason Metko
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Announcements
Proposal to discontinue 95R 10ppm gasoline
cargo prices
Argus proposes to cease publication of its gasoline 95R 10ppm
NWE cargo assessments because of a lack of relevant market
activity. Associated prices, including weekly and monthly averages, would also be discontinued. Argus proposes to replace
the assessments with its gasoline 10ppm non-oxy NWE cargo
assessments.
Argus will accept comments on this proposed change until
24 January. To discuss comments on this proposal, please contact Elliot Radley at elliot.radley@argusmedia.com or 020 7780
4205. Formal comments should be marked as such and may be
submitted by email to londonproducts@argusmedia.com and

received by 24 January. Please note, formal comments will be
published after the consultation period unless confidentiality is
specifically requested.

Early timestamp for Asia prices on 31 January
2022
Following market consultation, Argus confirms an early
timestamp of 12:30pm Singapore time for all Asia price assessments on 31 January 2022, ahead of a public holiday in
Singapore on 1 February, because of a potential lack of physical market liquidity to underpin price assessments. For further
details, please contact Bohan Loh at bohan.loh@argusmedia.
com or +65 9858 9087.
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